Aus Namibia Workshop

Info & Cost

Once a year the photographic workshop at KLEIN AUS VISTA is presented, on the magnificent
property of the most hospitable Swiegers family and their delightful staff.
The aim is to encourage participants to expand, not only their photographic skills, but also to
develop their creativity. In an atmosphere of hard work and fun, new ideas are introduced and
which go beyond shooting the classic scenes to produce exciting photographs.
The Desert Horse Inn provides the perfect base to roam the pastel plains where the group is
guided from one photographic opportunity to another. During the recent workshop, the
workshop were fortunate to have had the most beautiful light all week with a couple of seductive
sunsets and the pinkest earth shadows to bask in. The variety of subjects shot ranged from the
infamous wild Desert horses to shepherds and their goats, Milky Way, never-ending landscapes
fringed with rocky mountains and dunes. The day trip to Lüderitz started off in the dark and rain
but by the time the ghost town of Kolmanskop was reached, the sun was out and hot and all
participants were ready to shoot.
Let the dynamic and creative duo,JJ van Heerden and Nicole Palmer, guide you with their
passion for the Desert, help you discover new photographic techniques and find fresh ways of
expression in celebrating the beauty of nature.
The 2019 workshop will be presented from 9 to 15 June

The costs for the Aus workshop are R21,100.00 (pp sharing) and R22,200.00 (single rooms)
Workshop fees include lectures and outings, accommodation and all meals and teas,
photography permits for Kolmanskop and access permits and a guide into the Namib-Naukluft
Park concession area.

** SPECIAL ADDITION TO AUS WORKSHOP – Night Photography - click for more
information
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